
Chasing my Y-DNA part 59
When Daniel Elliot presented his testimony for the Harvard educated Massachusetts, clergy, and 
judges, and past politicians, utilizing the top science of the day and the best science these judges of the 
day hung nineteen people as witches. Daniel utilized a number of references; the accuser, he did not 
name (this may have been a niece to his father-in-law). Though he had an analytical mine which built a 
mill for the Oxford, MA community, he did not have the status of a Harvard graduate, of the renowned 
politicians, judges and clergy. He may just have testified for family, and friends, and self.
Though he used multiple references in his testimony to this day a relative simplistic concept that he 
brought forth that the accusers “did it for sport” has not been fully accepted.

It seems like some Norwegians may carry a similar Y-DNA to myself.







The above shows, Germany is the closest relation to the Daniel modal.



Anglo-Saxons are Germanic, and in speak a form of Old English which is in 
south-eastern Scotland (Lothia).

The name Elliott(Elwald) is said to be Anglo-Saxon.  It should be noted that 
it is felt that Elwald a Saintly name in Scotland, took on what is now and 



archaic Norman-French-Breton variation form of today's Elliott, of 
Ellot/Ellet, defaulting in Scotland to Elliot then the rest of the world seem to 
basically add an extra “t”. Since the Elwald-Elliott were planted through out 
the world the major part of these Elliot are of Elwald, but in Southern and 
South-east England it is felt a major part of these Elliott are migrated from 
many of the Norman-French-Breton, form of the name. 

It should be noted that the Breton convention of Elliot came from many 
variants of the name Elliot coming to Elliot, where the Elwald from became 
archaic as Anglo-saints and and archaic English form Ellot/Ellet becoming 
Elliot. 



Sould be noted that the Armstrongs are considered Anglo-Saxon or Norman, 
and the Kerr, Storey, and Tait are Norse-Danish.



The Kerr, and Elwald, and the Anglo-Saxon Kings have be known to use the 
symbol of the stag's head.

 



In Lothia, north Northumbria, Scottish borders, the wald part of Elwald 
became to mean forest/wood, it is this reason it is felt one finds the names 
Ellwood/Elwood, and Ellot (lot meaning forest stead in Scotland).

Where wald is a German/Nordic word for forest.



Map shows migrations of the Angles, Jutes, and Saxons.



Above shows basic naming locations of Danish (Angle) settlements.



Did a geographic location of correlating surname matches with geography, 
and found at twelve markers and exact matches 4 at Scarborough, 20 at Cave, 
and 9 at Grisham. Finding and Elwald worked at the what was the Wake 
manor in Cottingham near Cave, and Wake had land at Liddell Strength 
which became Douglas land, utilizing names Thomas and William, it felt this 
is the family. The analytical likelihood of this distribution being random 
would almost be impossible.

It should be noted that Scarborough, Cave and Grisham with high frequency 
of Scandinavian name origins. Location of Elwald; Cottingham to York to 
Rimington also correspond to this frequency. Today were the Ellwood are 
most likely to find their origins also has a high frequency.

It is felt that at one time what was know previous to the Union of the Crowns 
as being Borders were of a high percentage of Scandinavians.



It should be noted that the area of Danelaw seems to correspond with the 
naming frequency. 



Above shows regions of Danish and Norse settlements.



Another reason it is felt the Borders were created because part of Strathclyde 
where the Ellwood are ended up as England, and the north part of 
Northumbria, known as the Border Region, became part of Scotland.





Conclusions;
1. Elwald-Ellot-Elliot-Elliott
2. Y-DNA-Anglo-Gemanic-Danish
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